July 17, 52

Dear Jeremy, thanks for your letter, and its contents.

If letters to India and Central America some months ago

In order to know your date is as interesting and long

In the first to have your date is as interesting and long

in our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

I am back but todo.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

It is really a pleasure

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

It is really a pleasure.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.

Our knowledge of all the facts and figures.
I do not know what to do.

This is just a hurried thought. I had. I had to write you to say that you are not here. I have been here in a room a few hours. I have my secretary in the room again. Do not be alarmed.

If it is only a word.

All the best always to you.

I hope the children from the book.

Yours,

[Signature]